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This Adult Coloring Book is perfect for any fashion lover. It's full of chic designs and trends straight

off the runway. Experiment with color to add your own sense of style and esthetic and try your hand

at being a fashion designer. This coloring book is perfect for anyone with a sense of style and a love

of clothing who wants to explore their creativity. You will love to celebrate & exercise their fashion

sense. Get your creativity going with the intricate and fun patterns and detailed designs that beg to

be filled with color. Spend your afternoon or evening absorbed in the pages of unique and artistic

abstract designs. Customize the pages using colored pencils, crayons, or your choice of coloring

instruments. Exercise your aesthetic and color theory to create a beautiful coloring book page that

could be hung on the wall as a finished product. Grownups are learning that coloring isn't just for

kids. It's a relaxing, centering activity for adults of all ages. If you are looking for an enjoyable

creative challenge, look no further.
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at first I was on the fence of this coloring book, it had so many different looks and different girls just

on pages I like it but its not quite what I am use to in a coloring book. the beginning you have lots of

pictures of figures with backgrounds and then towards the end you just have random girls and

women in different poses and some that are just faces. its not a bad coloring book just very

different.

This is repeats pics from other fashion books. Same girl , same outfit, only change was



background.. . just fair....that all.

So sorry I spent money on this! Each picture has the same background with female figures wearing

casual clothing, jeans, etc. On top of that the clothing has the same design--little circles, not much

room for imagination or creativity. The last part of the book has unusual free form girls with no

background.

I was quite disappointed in this book. The cover is deceptive, it makes you think there is great art

work inside which is not the case. That one sentence repeating on every page became annoying.

As well as the last fifty pages, where were the fashions in those disjointed pictures? Also I

purchased another book with these same pictures.

My 13 year old daughter loves this. Ever since she was little she loves art. Whether itâ€™s drawing,

coloring or crafting, she spends hours immersed in her own little world. Now that sheâ€™s in her

teen years, she has become interested in fashion too. She really enjoyed this book especially the

fun styles and detailed patterns and designs. She mix and matches with different colors using

colored pencils and crayons. I gave it a try and for a guy I found it really interesting. Now sheâ€™s

asking for more books that we can color together.

It is the same picture over and over. Also theydon't cover the page. It could have been much nicer

with just a little work. !!!I wrote this review before I had colored any of the pictures.After i colored a

few pictures I changed my mind about the book. I like the drawings and enjoyed coloring them I still

don't like that so many have the same picture in the background and the clothes have the same

dots on shirts and dresses. The artist could have done so much better with a little more thought. I

would now give the book a 4 star rating. I would have given it a 5 except for the reasons i

mentioned.

I love this book. So stylish and easy to color. Some of the pictures are simple enough for you to

embellish with your own little touches. This is a super-sweet and imaginative fashion coloring book

that indulges my love of fashion and desire to let the real world just go on by. The pictures are

printed on just one side, which is a great bonus if you want to use the pictures to create whimsical

decorations or use as greeting cards. Definitely recommended!
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